
We just make AI



We combine language and 
science to build meaningful AI
Indigo.ai is a full-service conversational AI studio, 
busy designing and building beautiful chatbots, 
language technologies and conversational 
experiences.



I want to open a  
bank account in Milan

REQUEST

PRODUCT LOCATION

Through our proprietary 
Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) 
framework, we help 
companies to engage in 
smart conversations with 
their clients.  

Our technology allows 
businesses to use 
chatbots that are able to 
deliver automatically a 
reply 24/7 in order to 
support customers, 
create frictionless 
experiences and engage 
audiences.



Clients, we’ve had a few



Viva Las Vegas!
We were chosen as representatives 
of the Italian delegation of startups 
at CES 2018 in Las Vegas.



We know a thing 
(or two)
We won for two consecutive times the 
Premio Gaetano Marzotto - one of the 
most important innovation awards in 
Italy.



Pretty strong 
shoulders
Indigo.ai is part of the  
Valdani Vicari & Associati Group, a 
consulting firm active for over 25 
years with headquarters in Milan, 
London and Brussels.



01
Raw data 
acquisition

We analyze 
your data

Explorative 
interviews

AI readiness 
assessment

Believe it or not, you've got a treasure in your 
data. We deep dive in information you've already 
collected to come up with valuable insights and a 
clear picture of how AI tech can transform your 
business.

02 03



01
Goal 
definition

02 03

We design the 
experience

Interaction 
design

Test and 
improve

Everything we do, we do it to build a good 
product. Your users become our users so 
that we can design AI solutions that support, 
delight and make people lives better.



01
Knowledge 
base creation

02 03

We build your 
own personal AI

Tailored AI 
models

Improvement 
and monitoring

A proprietary AI engine built for continuous 
improvement. State-of-the-art AI models, a 
strong focus on data quality, privacy by 
design and powerful integrations make our 
AI platform capable of tackle any 
challenge.



Relationships, 
not projects
Month after month, our team of data 
scientists will continuously improve the 
training and the performances of the 
Artificial Intelligence.  

Furthermore, a project manager will 
always be available for consulting and 
to manage additional integrations.

Consulting approach

Dedicated project manager

Continuous maintenance

Quick support



Santander

How we helped Santander 
to build a bank around the 
needs of its users



The starting point
Many users who landed on the bank’s website 
found it difficult to navigate and could not find the 
product best suited to their needs. The result was 
an increase in user frustration and the loss of 
qualified leads for the bank.

1. Challenge 9:41



Talk to your users
The core of the new website structure is a Virtual 
Assistant, which, thanks to AI and Machine 
Learning, offers users the opportunity to express 
their needs directly in natural language, just as if 
they were in a branch office.

2. Solution 9:41



100k
Messages exchanged 
between users and the 
chatbot in 5 months

75%
Of the requests 
received in input find 
an automatic response

80%
Of users who ask for 
information on specific 
products manage to 
find the right content 
at the end of the 
conversation

3. AI impact on Santander



Live debugging for 
the new website
Along with the assistant, Santander 
launched a new redesigned website. The 
assistant played a strategic role in 
collecting reports or minor tweaks from 
users and give them a chance to receive 
a fast answer.

AI impact on Santander

Thanks for telling us! 
We’re working to take everything back 
to normal as soon as possible

I can’t login in the private area



A marketing campaign 
based on users’ 
messages

AI impact on Santander

Another benefit from the assistant was that 
Santander started to listen better to their users. 
Thanks to this, they were able in short time to 
understand what their users were asking for and 
create new highly performing campaigns that 
were targeting specifically these requests.

I’m looking for a new loan for a new car

Sponsored



Sorting 
knowledge 

Our platform



Your knowledge, our AI
Whether it's documentation, tutorials or your internal newsletter. 
There are already all the answers in your knowledge base. On our 

platform anyone in your company can find, retain and share 
information.

Se entrambi i coniugi titolari di c/c cointestato decedono a distanza 

Se entrambi i coniugi titolari di c/c cointestato decedono a distanza

How can I access?

Answer Questions

Users

Welcome

New folder

Conversations

Activity

Product

Hiring

Recent

New answer

Legals

Search answers

How can I access?
Write down examples of how people can ask for this answer. 
Try to be variagated and think about how real user could talk.
It looks like now you have                                     . 
Add at least                                                 .

How would your grandpa ask this? Enter

Views
Since 04/02/19

0
Questions
Min. 15

3
Quality of the answer 
Feedback
Great

Min. 60%
Diversity
100%

::0 questions::
::12 more questions::Users

Client area
Templates

Collections

Archive

General

All answers

Add people to Verse

Smalltalks

Legals

AREAS

Inbox

To check

Home

IndigoIn General Product Users Training 3 new answers Train

Click for options
Hold to drag



A knowledge 
base that scales
Gain greater control over how you 
organize your knowledge. You already 
have all the answers, now you can 
match them with the questions your 
users ask.

New folder

Conversations

Activity

Product

Recent

Users

General

All answers

Smalltalks

Legals

AREAS



The first AI native 
knowledge base
Build an AI without knowing it. Make 
the most out of your information by 
creating a knowledge base that already 
supports AI processes. Get all the 
benefits of having a central repository 
of knowledge and of using  
cutting-edge AI models.

Se entrambi i coniugi titolari di c/c cointestato decedono a distanza 

Se entrambi i coniugi titolari di c/c cointestato decedono a distanza

How can I access?

Answer Questions

How can I access?
Write down examples of how people can ask for this answer. 
Try to be variagated and think about how real user could talk.
It looks like now you have                                     . 
Add at least                                                 .

How would your grandpa ask this? Enter

::0 questions::
::12 more questions::

Se entrambi i coniugi titolari di c/c cointestato decedono a distanza 

Se entrambi i coniugi titolari di c/c cointestato decedono a distanza

How can I access?

Answer Questions

How can I access?
Write down examples of how people can ask for this answer. 
Try to be variagated and think about how real user could talk.
It looks like now you have                                     . 
Add at least                                                 .

How would your grandpa ask this? Enter

::0 questions::
::12 more questions::



Intuitive writing
Create beautiful articles with an easy-
to-use editor. A simple and beautiful 
way to organize everything your 
company knows. A rich WYSIWYG 
editor that is simple to use.



Bring everyone 
on board
The platform is designed for real-time 
collaboration. That means that 
everyone in your organization can join 
you in creating the knowledge base 
behind your first AI.



Never answer 
the same 
question twice
The platform comes with a ready-to-
use live chat. Just install it on your 
website in a breeze and enjoy the 
power of conversational AI. Your whole 
knowledge will be accessible to your 
users through a beautiful chat. No 
more ping-ponging between your 
thousands of open conversations with 
your customers.



Powerful 
analytics
After you published your assistant you 
can keep track of everything through 
built-in analytics dashboard. Measure 
automation rates, exchanged messages 
and optimize your AI continuously.



All around 
the globe
AI without borders. Reach your 
audience everywhere with 5 supported 
languages including Spanish, French 
and German and many more to come 
soon.

More coming soon…



Bring AI in your workplace
Experience the most enjoyable way to build conversational AI 

and by organizing information in a clear and intuitive knowledge 
base platform. Be ready for the AI revolution and become an 

innovator in your workplace.



For your 
colleagues
Automate all of your Tier 0 support, 
instantly and perpetually answering your 
teams’ most frequently asked questions.

One source 
of truth

Employee 
onboarding

Project 
documentation



For your 
customer support

Privacy by 
design

A service that is available 24/7/365 to 
do the heavy lifting for your customer 
support. 

AI quality 
metrics

Turn knowledge 
into answers



Is your company AI 
ready?

Gianluca Maruzzella g@indigo.ai|


